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SUMMAFY OP THE REPORT : 

Tha performance of aurgo arreetere undar diffarant 
environmental conditlona involve» thraa naln aspects: 

Tha atrenqth of tha external inaulation 
Tha heating of tha Intarmi act Iva part of tha 

eurge arreater associated with voltage 
unbalance along tha> arreater that take place 

with the external aurfaee contaalnated and 
wetted. 
The ageing of the resietora blocka associated 

with chealcal alteration that aay occur inoide 

the arrestar undar different environmental 

conditions laeting for a long time. 

The paper dlacusaee the research work conducted in 

Italy to Investigate all three aspects of the 

performance of Ino surge arresters under different 

environmental conditions. 

STRENGTH OF EXTERNAL INSULATION 

This aspect is cummon to all other «starnai 

inaulations. Anyway tha teat procedures to prove the 

aptitude of the internal inaulation to withstand 

electrical atreaees aust be sat up taking into account 

the presence of the Internal parts, which on one side 

Halt tha feasibility of dielectric impulse tests by 

aeana of usual Kara generators, and on the othar side 

limit the poeslblUty of AC tasting at high voltage 

due to their limited sustained overvoltage capability. 

Tha paper critically analyses the test procedures 

already standardised and pieear.ly under 

consideration. 

THERMAL PgRrOMUMCB 

Transient or fixed voltage unbalances between the 
arreater unita take place in contaminated conditions, 
and cause remarkable increase of the power losses in 
some of tha unita ol tha surge arrester that are 
therefore overatresssd; this may bring to thermal 
runaway in short time. 

Pollution test are then necessary to verify the 
thermal stability of the object under contaminataci 
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conditions; the ir aim i a a l s o t o give information 
about the start ing temperature of tha operating duty 
t e e t . 
Several test mathoda have bean invaetigated to aeeeae 
the teet severity, repeatability and repreeemtativltyi 
in particular, tha following taat procedures ara 
considered and discussed In the paperi 

a) Net contaminant with uniform contamination 

b) Mat contaminant with non uniform contamination 

c) Solid layar with uniform contamination 

d) Solid layar with non uniform contamination 

a) Salt fog 

The taat results ara also analysed at tha light of 

physical and Mathematical aodols to batter understand 

tha relevant electrical and thermal phenomena 

Involved. Tha influence of surface conditions on test 

severity la also investigated. Moreover, the paper 

presents a statistical analysis of the taat results 

and darivee lndicatione on tha number of teets to bo 

conducted with the different test methods to assee tha 

thermal performance of the eurge arraeter. 

LONG TERM PERFORMANCE 

Surge arresters submitted for a long time to different 

environmental conditlona aay show accelerated ageing 

of tha resistors blocks. 

The radial f laid Induced by vary loag light foliation 

avente aay eauae chemical alteration of tie» Internai 

atmosphere and degradation of tha Soft bleak* that In 

long tla* aay produce the change of their electric 

characteristics and possibly lead to fallar* at normal 

ssrvlee voltage. 

The paper describes tha investigation carried out to 

understand tha cause of several failure* that occured 

In service and the laboratory Inveatlgatlon conducted 

oi> coaplata arrsstsrs and on resistor blocks to 

rsproduca the actual field conditions. 

Ths rssults of accelerated ageing tests on rsslstor 

blocka performed In representative conditions 

(chemical, electrical and thermal) are Jiscussed In 

the paper aa w*ll as the reaults of ageing tests on 

complete arresters under different environmental 

conditiona. 
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The paper analyses the electrical and thermal stresses 
and the* ageing effects on metal oxide surge arresterà 
in different environmental conditions. 
The research is finalised to the definition of general 
laboratory test procedures to assess the performance 
of surge arresters under the above stresses. 
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1. 

The performance of surge arresters under different 
environmental conditions i s quite complicated to be 
assessed, as i t involves three sain aspects (1) (2): 

The strength of the external insulation 
The thermal performance of the internal active 
part of the surge arrester which i s mainly 
c r i t i c a l during pollution avente 
The long ter» arrester performance, which can 
be affected by internal ionization phenomena 
related to the different environmental 
«onditions in which the surge arrester e ay 
operate. 

Many of thee* aspects are still under consideration 
for standardisation and have been the subject of 
investigations worldwide (3), |4), (S). 
This report summarizes the research work conducted in 
Italy in this field on the above aspects. 

2. TUTS TO M O M TIB mBNOTB OF IXTBAML INSULATION 

As for other electrical apparatus the aptitude of the 
external insulation to withstand the electrical 
•tresses of concern under the different environmental 
conditions is to be provecj by means of appropriate 
insulation tests. These tests are to be set up taking 
into account the specific design of the arrester 
without gaps and with highly non-linear resistors 
which on one 9ide limit the feasibility of dielectric 
impulse tests by n«ans of usual Marx generators, and 

on the other side limit the possibility of AC testing 
at high voltage due to their limited sustained 
overvoltage withstand capability. 
The strength of the external insulation of the surge 
arreeter under dry end wet conditions is presently 
verified, according to the standard (6) (7), through 
voltage impulse and power frequency tests on the empty 
surge arrester houeing simulating, if considered 
necessary, the voltage grading through suitable dummy 
internal capacitive net. 
tvrn if not specified by the standards it would be 
advisable to assemble inside the housing all the 
insulating parts which cunyuss the internal structure 
of the surge arrester (e.g. rods, spacers, centring 
«tavlcss etc) in order to assess their performance 
together with that of the external insulation. 

As far as the strength under pollution conditions is 
concerned the test procedure is not yet standardised. 
Systematic pollution tests (1) have shown that the 
internal active parte do not influence significantly 
the strength of the external insulation. Therefore, 
in this case too, the teets could be carried out on 
a similar arrangement ss for the dry snd wet tests 
following the procedure standardised for insulstors 
(8). 
The dilution test can obviously be carried out also 
on the compiste surge arrestsr, since this test is 
conducted st a voltage equal or lower than its santi—» 
continuous operating voltage. Llaltedly to salt fog 
tssts, problens msy arise on complete surge arresters 
for difficulties in preconditioning the insulator 
surface. In fact it has been observed that the 
increase of the voltage up to the rated one for 
limited duration and even a drastic increase in the 
salinity (up to 32S kg/m') may not be sufficient for 
preconditioning ths housing, asking not possible the 
subsequent pollution test. 

3. TESTS TO ASSESS THE THERMAL PERFORMANCE 

3.1 Aims of the tests 

It has been observed 
significantly heat up 

that surge arresters may 
in service in relation to 

1 
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enviccnmer.tal stresses, mainly during poi lution ever.ts 

I •* I -
Laboratory tests to assess the thermal performance are 
not yet standardized. The main aim of these tests 
should be: 

To verify tha thermal stability of a surge 
arraster whan submitted to representative 
pollution conditions 
To give indication for tha assessment of tha 
starting temperature to be conaidarad for tha 
operating duty taat. 

Tha teats should be, aa far aa possible, 
rapresantativa of field conditions and highly 
rapaatabla. 
In this frana, tasta have been performed to contributa 
in setting up appropriate testing procedures. 

3.2 Test objects and measurements perforated 

Taata ware performed on surga arrestars for AC systems 
ranging from 14S kV to 420 kV; however tha 245 kV 
rating composed of two units and with a craepage 
diatanca of 6420 ma was more deeply invastigatad for 
tha procedural purposes (5). Tha tast configuration 
ia ahown in Figure 1 which alao illustrates tha 
measurements performed; namely: 

Intarnal and asternal currant at tha lina 
terminal of tha top unit and at the ground 
terminal of tha bottom ona wara measured 
through ahunte and optic fibra linka; 
Electric chargaa wara computed integrating in 
real time the resistive component of the 
relevant currants; 
Temperature of the raaiator blocks in seven 
different locations along tha surga arrestar 
units wara measursd with optic passive sensors. 

Figure 1 Test object with indications of the 
measurements performed 

3.3 Test performed 

The following testing proc.-duree were i>.-?»tigated: 

a) Vet contaminant with non uniform contamination 

The tests war* carried out according to tha procedura 
specified in (7). The surga arraatar was first 
energized for on* hour. Than two subsequent 
contamination cyclaa wara applied, which consisted of 
tha following phases: contamination of tha bottom unit 
of tha arraatar de-energized with a alurry having a 
resistivity of 500 Dea and re-energization for a time 
of 15 min. Tha voltage off time for contamination waa 
10 ain and tha voltage was applied within 3 min of 
contaminant application. The surge arrestar remained 
energized for another 30 min to check thermal 
stability. 

b) Wat contaminant with uniform co|K|m,ilrlti«i 

Tha procedure, developed within the CX6K Task rorc* 
33.04.06 (9], was uaad. Thia procedure 1* almo 
described as "Blurry method» in (3]. 
The aurga arrester was first energised for on* hoar. 
Then subsequent contamination cycle* war* applied. 
Bach cycle the aurge arrester de-energised waa 
contaminated uniformly with a slurry having a 
resistivity 500 0cm (the same ae for method a) ). The 
voltage-of f time for contamination wa* 10 min and the 
voltage was applied for 10 Bin starting 3 Bin after 
the end of th* contamination application. Finally the 
aurge arraatar remained energised for another 30 skin 
to check thermal stability. 

c) Solid lavar with u.-.lform contamination 

Tha teat were carried out according to th* procedure 
B recommended in (•]. Th* test object waa contaminated 
with tha required «lurry and, whan dry, energised and 
watted by steam fog. Tha teat duration wae extended 
to 4 hours. Salt Deposit Density SCO varying] fro* 
0.015 to 0.1S mg/oa* ware considered. 

d) Solid laver with non-uniform contamination 

Tha same procedure as for method c) waa used, but only 
on* surge arrester unit was contaminated. 

• ) S*U_l2fl 

Tha tasta war* carried out according to th* procedura 
reported In (8). The test duration wa* extended up to 
3 hours, whenever poaalbla without exceeding th* 
allowed values of tampersture ria*. Fog aalialti**, 
s, varying fro» 2.5 to 40 «g/sr* war* used. 

3.4 Test results 

Tha performance of th* surge arrestar during th* t**t 
was evaluated on th* basi* of the temperatura rises 
of th* active parts. In almost all th* conditions 

considered, significant temperatura rise war* found 
only in ona of the units; furthermore, tha tsmpcratur* 
rise on the resistors of the most strsssad unit was 
not uniform with highest values (AT) closs to the 
middle of the unit. 

Examples of the AT trends obtained applying the 
different methods in subsequent tests performed in the 
same conditions are reported in figures 2a, b, c, d, 
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Temperature riaa tranda obtainad in 

aubaaquant taata with different poi' . ion 
aathoda. 
•) method a): ÒT on tha top unit 
b) nathod b) : 6 cyclaa. Prospective 

maximum external charge 22 C. AT on 
tha top unit 
mot hod e): SDD » 0.1S mg/cm1. AT on 

tha top unit. 
mathod d): SDD » 0.15 mg/em1 on 

bottom unit only. AT on tha top 
unit. 
method •) : S » 14 kg/mJ. AT on the 
top unit. 
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Figure 3 Cumulative frequency distribution of the 
temperatura riot with different teat 
motnodo: teat conditions aa in Figure 2. 
(For method a, b, tha maximum AT observed 
during tha tests ie conaidared. For 
method c, d, a, reference ia made to the 
AT after 2 hours test duration.) 



The statistical trend c£ the internal charge Q, in the 
most stressed unit was very similar to that of the AT, 
as shewn by the exampie m Figure 4 which refers to 
method b; in this case the ratio between AT and Q, is 
of about 6 K/C; this parameter assumes different 
values for different test methods decreasing for 
increasing testing times. 
A correlation between AT and the external charge Q., 
was found only in the cases where the latter coincided 
with Q,, aa for methods a) and d) . No correlation was 
found for other sethods, as can ba elaborated for 
method b) from Figures 3 and 4. 
Incidentally tha teats with aethod b) were perfonsed 
aiming to roach a constant value of the external 
charge, equal to about 22 C as suggested in {9] for 
heavy/vary-heavy pollution levjl; however by 
performing a finite number of cycles, (6 in the case 
of figure 2b) it was not possible to reach a constant 
Q. value, actually also this charge shows a certain 
atatiatical apread. 
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Figure 4 Cumulative frequency distribution of the 
internal and external charge (ft and Q, 
raapactively) with method b). Teat 
conditions aa for Pig. 2 b ) . 

The abova taat resulta refer to given pollution 
aaverity conditiona. Taata performed varying tha 
contamination severity did not evidence any 
aignifleant influence of this parameter on tha thermal 
etreee, at laaat within the aaverity limita examined 
(sea sub-aaction 3.2). 

3 5 Analysis of test results 

Significant electrical parameters to aasaaa tha taat 
aaveritv 

from a physical point of view tha rsost aignificant 
electrical parameter to be correlated to AT ia tha 
energy diatipatad inside the aurge arrestar unit 
conaiderad. This parameter ia unfortunately of 
difficult measurement since its evaluation Implies the 
measurement of the voltage on the intermediate 
flanges. As shown in (5) internal energy and internal 
charge Q, in the unit considered ars proportional, at 
least in tke charge range value of interest. Thus Q, 
can be used as a good estimate of the AT. Figure 5 
reports tha charge per unit time necessary to reach 

Figure 5 Charge per unit time necessary to reach 
a given temperatura aa a function of teat 
duration. Results of meaaursments and 
calculation*. 

a given temperature rie* ia a given time for the aurge 
arreater of Figure 1. The leo-AT curvate «are obtained 
using tha mathematical model deacribed in [51. In tha 
asma figure results obtained by eianlatlog atatic 
surface conditions (and tbua charge injectlooe) on the 
eurge arreater of Figure 1 by the eoe of euitable 
resistors connected in parallel to the surge arreater 
unita are given. Furthermore the values corresponding 
to the average AT obtained with different pollution 
asthoda are reported. 
Incidentally it ia pointed out that the measured data 
are in good agreement with computed ones. 
The main indication of Figure 5 ie that the charge per 
unit time, necessary to reach a given temperature, 
decreaeea wham the teatino, time is increased up to 
twice the equivalent thermal time constant of the 
surge arrester (2r • 4 h for the serge arrester 
considered) and afterwards) remains constant. 
A aimilar repreeantation ia adopted ia (9) to describe 
typical service conditions; in thia representation it 
ia however assumed that the aignificant parameter is 
the external charge on the botto») «nit, which is the 
quantity meet eaaily meaaurable on sits. The 
significar.ee of this charge does not appear clearly 
in tha laboratory inveetioatlon object of tisi present 
study. 

Finally, it is to be outlined that tha total charge 
necessary to reach a given temperature in a given time 
incraases wham tha teat duration ia Increased, as can 
ba elaborated from Figure 5, duo to the larger 
Importance of heat transfer phenomena from the surge 
arrester to the ambient in the longer periods. 

influence at surface condition- «e fftlfi BlTmTUr 

i -'• ' 

The surface conditions may bo identified mainly by two 
parametera> tha wotting conditions amo the 
contamination eeverlty; tost results show that the 
wetting condition ia more important than the 
contamination saverlty in determining tha thermal 
stress. 

Thia can ba easily explained in the easts in which the 
contamination layar and the wetting or* created before 
the energisation and are not renewed while the test 
goes on (aa in method a) and b)). In these cases, the 
charge flowing ever the contaminated surface is the 
charge nacaasary to heat and vaporila the water 
contained in the pollution layer; this charge is a 
function of the geometrical characteristics of the 
surge arrester and of the physical characteristic of 
tha layer but does not depend on the contamination 
severity; this can be seen in figure 6 that refers to 
method b). 

http://significar.ee
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Figura 5 Method b) External charge (average valuo 
for different testa performed) at t h e 
botto» unit aa a function of thai 
contamination aeverity for subsequent 
contaminations: experimental valuas and 
interpolating curve 

Similar conaideration are possible alao for acthode 
where the layer and/or the «totting are continuously 
produced, even if, in these caaoo, the charge flowing 
ia determined by a complex dynamic equilibrium 

Tttt rtp«t*t»mty 

A comparison of teat repeatability may be derived from 
Figure 3. 

Tha repeatability of tha teats dependa mainly on two 
conditioner 

Tho repeatability of tha degree of uniformity 
of tho surface condltiona along tho aurge 
arraator 
Tho repeatability of the wetting conditions 

Method a) fulfila both requirement! and ia therefore 
tho moat repeatable; for method d) the f irat condition 
may be eaaily aatiafiad, while it ia more difficult 
to eatiafy the second one, due to tho intrinoic apraad 
in tho humid if icat ion procace by steam fog; for method 
b), c), and a) the two requirements are fulfilled only 
to a certain extent, duo to tho spread in tho 
phenomena conaiderod. 

Tttt ttvtrtty 

Conaidering tha average AT valuoa of Figure 3 method 
c) appaara to bo tho least eevere, followed by method 
b), a), d), and a). 
Tho experimental reaulta have shown that tho moot 
aevere thermal etraaaoa aro obtained when tho aurface 
condition ia very different between tho two unito, 
either bocauao of an imposed non uniform contamination 
(metnode a) and d)) or because of tho natural 
evolution of the teata (method» b) and e)). 
However it lo interesting to tu to that method b), with 
uniform contamination, may ber omo, in a few caaea more 
critical than method a) and cose in terms of severity 
to method e) (both with n>n uniform contamination). 
Thia fact can be explained noticing that in the few 
caaaa considered the natural evolution of the surface 
conditions during the test evolves from tha beginning 
toward a non uniform condition. 

It is finally observed that the relativa severity of 
the methods depends on the test duration and on the 

number of cycles adopted ;*.g. for icsthcd a; reference 
to 2 hour test duration is made in Figure 3; the test 
would result less severe than others il reference to 
1 hour duration would be made). 

Test reoreientativitv 

The laboratory mothode which consider a uniform 
contamination are, in principle, mora representative 
of ueual pollution condltiona in service, vhilo tho 
methode characterised by non uniform contamination may 
bettor repreemnt extreme service) conditloma. 
Furthermore, aa for lnaulatore, too choice between 
different pollution mmthoda may be allowed to 
repreeent different type* of service environment (a.9. 
industrial type, maria* type, ate.) 

3.» Settime mm of testina procedures 

The following main cnolcea are to be performed! 

Tho pollution toot method 
Tho contamination severity 

- Tho test duration , 
The 111—risr of testa 
Tha paramators to bo measured 

The methods with uniform contamination ara preferable 
since reproducing situations more dome to field 
conditiona. 

Tho contamination severity ia not a vary important 
parameter for tho thermal otreaa. It may bo sufficient 
to fix tho contamination eerverlty to aeeure that tho 
surge arrestar will withstand durine} the tost (e.g. 
2 steps below tho required withstand severity). 

Tha teat duration ia a vary important parameter. Tha 
duration should conservatively correspond to that of 
the pollution ovante in service. Bxtamal charge 
meaeuremente performed in service can givo useful 
indication for tha choice of tha taat duration. 

Tha number of tosta to be performed dopando on tha 
intrinaie apread of tha method adopted. Taking Into 
account the etatiatieal behaviour of tho thermal 
performance of Ino arreeters, a minimum) number of 
teats ahould be carried out to bo aura to gat eloaa 
to the maximimi tharaal stresses typical of tha aethod 
considered. 
Figure 7 shows, for each test aathod, ' tha minimum 
number of tosta to be performed to have the probabil
ity of «0 % to exceed AT.» - 10 K where AT,, la tha 
temperatura riaa that have the probability, of •% to 
bo exceeded and 10 K lo a difference considered 
acceptable In tha example with respect to AT,». M is 
evident froa rigura •, fewer tasta aro neceseary with 
aethod a) than with the otter aethode characterised 
by a higher spread. 

Tha par testare to be measured to assess tha teat 
severity shoo Id then be eonoideredi in particular tha 
temperatura reached by the arrestar la of interest to 
assess the arrester thermal behaviour and to derive 
indications for the duty test starting temperature. 
However a direct measurement of tha temperature during 
the teats ie not possible, unleas on specially 
equipped samples. In tha cases in which any agnlng 
sffeet can be excluded, a'possibls procedura to obtain 
indications about the internal temperature could be 
the following: 
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Figura 7 Minimum number of taata to be carried out 

to hava the probability of 80 % to exceed 
AT,, - 10 K 
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Figura 8 Modificationa of tha loweet part of tha 
volt-ampara charactariatica of tha power 
loaaaa of a aurga arraatar aftar 9 months 
in aarvica. 

To measure ths volt-ampere characteristic of 
tha arraatar before tha taats undar controllad 
temperature condi t ion» (prel iminary 
calibration) 
To obtain indicationa about tha taaparatura 
raaehed by meaauraaenta of tha volt-ampere 
characteristic juat aftar tha pollution taata. 

4 . TESTS TO MSSSf UMW 
AMSSTEKS 

4.1 Piald experience 

row nxroRiuiict OP tao SUMS 

measuring tha volt-ampere characteristic in ita lowest 
part, performing tha chemical analyaia of internal 
gases, distranti ing tha Barge arrestare for a visual 
observation snd a control of their other constituents 
(organic materials, deposit marks, etc.), performing 
a fast characterization of the realators and a 
physico-chemical checking. The following information 
waa derived: 

The coasson belonging of all that raaiatora 
cempoaing tha failed aurge arresterà to a 
certain generation (i.e. without a apecial 
ageing protective coating on the external 
aurf aca). 
n variation of the volt-ampere characteristic 
of the reaiatora, with a aignifleant reduction 
of the reference voltage, an increase of the 
resistive component of the leakage current, of 
ite third harmonic component and of the powar 
loasea, as shown in Figure I. 
An mvident modification of the chemical 
composition of the filling gas in those surge 
arresterà which were originally filled with dry 
air, with a reduction of the concentration of 
Oxygen and the appearance of new gases such as 
00, CO,, and HO,. A correlation appeared between 
tha reduction of the O, and the variation of the 
electrical characterletics, as shown in Figure 
9. 

AV* % 

AOa 

Figura 9 Hodificationa of the reference voltage as 
a function of ths reduction of the .0, 
measured in surge arresters taken from 
service 

- The appearance of significant corrosion marks 
with presence of nitrates on the internal ostai 
parts of the aurge arresters and traces of 
internal flaehove*-s on the internal surface of 
ths porcelain housing, particularly soar the 
aatal parts lisbls to generato sigh field 
affacta aueh aa corona. 

Field expsriancs haa shown that aurge arreatera can 
be affsctsd by ageing. 

Failure were obssrvsd on natal oxide aurga arreatars 
ranging from 145 kV up to 420 kV, highest ayatasj 
voltage». Preliminary analyses ahowad that the cauae 
of failures waa not an excaae of surge energy as no 
switching nor lightning storms had been recorded since 
long time. 

As the causa of failure* was difficult to be deter
mined from the destroyed components, a deep analysis 
was carried out on the neighbouring surge arresters, 
evaluating the pollution deposit» on the housing. 

The agoing phenomena observed wore simulated in 
laboratory through long duration tests under different 
environmental conditlona on complete surge arrsstsrs 
and aceslorated agoing tests on pro-rated sections, 
put in confined and chemically controlled ambient. 

4.2 Tests on complete arraatsrs 

Tests ware performed on eight aingla unit arraatara 
and four two unita arreatera for 145 kV system from 
four diffsrent manufacturers. 

The arrestar» were equipped with temperatura aenaitive 
label» and during the tette internal and external 



currents were measured at the bottom unit base. Cas 

chromatographic analysis of the internal gases were 

also systematically performed. 

The tests performed are summarised in Table 1. Tests 
with sir-.gle environmental stresses were performed 
simulating during consecutive tests clean fog, rain 
and salt fog. Teats were then carried out on weekly 
cycle basis simulating multiple environmental 
atreasea, with working daya stresses according to the 
sequence In Table 1. During week-ends the arresters 
were only energized without applying any environmental 
stress. 

Single 
environmental stress 

Single 
environmental stress 

Single 
environmental stress 

Coabinated 
environmental stress 

tKvTBOMtEMTXI. 
STRESSES 

STEAM FOC 

oatINC PAUSE 

RAIN 
DRYINC PAUSE 

SALT FOC (2.5 Kg/*?) 
DRYING PAUSE 

SALT roc (2.5 Kg/B*) 
DRYIKC PAUSE 
SALT rOC (2.5 Eg/sr*) 
DRiIKG PAUSE 
STEAM roc 
RAIN 
DRYING PAUSE 

DURATION 

C h 
4 b 

12 b 
4 II 

1 h 
2 h 

3 h 
1 b 
3 h 
1 h 
t h 
t h 
2 h 

Table 1 Ageing tests on completr units: teata 
performed 

All the tests were carried out energising the arrester 

at continuous operating voltage. 

Clean Cog test cycles consisting of 6 hours 

humidification (0.04 Kg/m? h) and 4 hours of drying 

did not cause any degradation even after 15 daya of 

teats. 

Rain teat cycles consisting of 12 h of rain (l.S 
am/min) and 4 h of drying appeared to be severe. In 
particular all the arreatars equipped with reaistors 
of the firat generation (i.e. without special ageing 
protective coating on the external surface) showed 
strong degradation of the resistors characteristics 
which lead, in sona cases, to thermal runaway after 
150 to 300 h of teats (see Figure 10). Moreover the 
arresters experienced a significant decrease of the 
oxygen concentration with the formation of new gases 
such as CO,, CO, NO,, NH„ etc., as found in service. 
No sensible degradation effect was found, on the 
contrary, on arresters equipped with resistors of the 
second generation (i.e. with a special protective 
coating), even up to 1000 h tests. 

Long duration salt fog testa at low salinity levels 

(2.5 kg/a»), with cycles of 1 h fog and 2 h drying, 

caused effects similar to those observed in tha rain 

teat cyclaa. 

rir.ally similar indicationa were obtained by the 
ageing tests carried out simulating various envinn-
mental «tresses (salt fog of 2.S kg/m\ drying 
periods, clean fog, rain) and extended up to 1000 h 
duration. 

In general the tests confirmed the service experience: 
arresters with resistors of the first generation are 
susceptible to failure, while arresters with resistors 
of tha eacond generation seem to perform much batter. 
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Figure 10 Ageing teats on complete arrmaters. 
Examples of teat results with artificial 
rain. Teat cycle: 12 hours rain, 4 hours 
pause-Power losses in pu of the starting 
value. 

The ageing may be related to the modification of the 
distribution of the electric field on the surface of 
the houaing, caueed by surface pollution and/or 
wetting. In these conditions high localised field 
intensities are generated inaide the enclosure, 
initiating internal ionization, with consequent 
chemical reactions in the filling sedia resulting in 
Oxygen consumption and production of noxious gaa by
products. These by-products attack the non-protected 
surface of the resiatora speeding up their ageing. 

4.3 Ageing tests oa pro-rated sections 

Ageing tests wars also studied on prorated sections 

in confined environment. 

Therso-electrical teata were carried out on 20 
realetor typsa of i different nanufacturere. 

Ths taat configuration ia ahown in Figura 11. The 
reaiatora were placed inalda tight metal-vessels 
filled with different gaaes (dry air, CO,, »F,) and 

kept at a temperature of U S *C. They were energised 
at their continuous operating voltage for a tsat 
duration of 3000 h. 

Figure 11 Ageing tasta on pro-rated sections. Test 

configuration. 

examples of tha results obtained are shown in Figure 
12, which refers to tests made on resistors of the 
same manufacturer. Power loasas increase rapidly for 
the resistor without special protective coating, whei. 
tested in CO,. The same resistor did not indicate any 
degradation when tasted in dry air. Tha resistors with 
protective coating did not show any degradation in any 
environment. 
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Figura 12 Ageing taata on pro-rated aectiona. Powar 
loeaee ce a function of tasting tin». 

a) Taet in dry air on raaiatora 
without apacial protactiva coating 

b) Teata in CO, on raaiators without 
apaciai protactiva coating 

c) Taata in CO, on raaiatora with 
apacial protactiva coating 

Tha taat raaulta confira*d tha findinga on compiate 
aurga arraatara. Tharmal instability phenomena war* 
found only on raaiatora without protactiva coating and 
dapanding on tha aabiant gaa considarad. From a 
physico-chemical point of viaw tha instability phenom
ena may be understood aa cauaad by ionic migrations, 
dif fuaion of tha Zinc within the intergranular layara 
and migration of the 0, toward the raaiator adgea. 

Other degradation mechanism (e.g. aurfaca aroaiona due 
to partial dischargee) were preaent in service and in 
complete units and not simulated by tests on prorated 
eections. 

Setting up of a significant taat procedure should take 
into account that, for moat of the assembly solutions 
presently adoptad, it ie naarly impossible to avoid 
partial diacharges inside the arraatera and that 
repreeentative ageing taata should be made reproducing 
the kind of environment generated by partial 
diacharges. 

S. CONCLUSIONS 

Tests on porcelain housing can be sufficient to 
verify that the external insulation of the 
arrester will withstand in tha specified 
environmental conditions. 

Pollution casta on completa arreatera are 
necessary to prove their design from a thermal 
point of view and to obtain indications for 
Batting up the atarting temperature for the 
operating duty test, A relative high number of 
taata should be performed to get cloaer to the 
moat savara condition to be expected with the 
method chosen. Measurements of the volt-ampere 
characterlatice of the arreetera ahould be made 
juet after the teeta to obtain indications 
about the temperature reached. 

Ageing teete are necessary to obtain 
indications about the posaible service 
performance. Ageing testa on raaietor blocks ia 
repreeentative conditlona have to be performed. 
Possibly aleo tests on complete arraatara have 
to be carried out to lnveetigate eepecte not 
eaaily reproducible with teata on reaiators. 
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